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Abstract. We provide a unified framework for proving Reidemeister-invariance
and functoriality for a wide range of link homology theories. These include Lee ho-
mology, Heegaard Floer homology of branched double covers, singular instanton ho-
mology, and Szabo´’s geometric link homology theory. We follow Baldwin, Hedden,
and Lobb (arXiv:1509.04691) in leveraging the relationships between these theories
and Khovanov homology. We obtain stronger functoriality results by avoiding spec-
tral sequences and instead showing that each theory factors through Bar-Natan’s
cobordism-theoretic link homology theory.
1. Introduction
Over the last twenty years, low-dimensional topologists have been treated to a
feast of new homology theories. Perhaps the most tractable is Khovanov homology,
which assigns a bigraded chain complex to a diagram of a link in S3 [12]. The
homology of this chain complex, Kh(L), is a link invariant. Lee perturbed Khovanov’s
construction to obtain a theory KhLee whose rank is boring as a link invariant but
whose gradings were used by Rasmussen to prove Milnor’s conjecture on the four-ball
genus of torus knots [21, 29]. Computers can compute these homologies for knots
with dozens of crossings, see [6].
Just as ordinary homology is a functor from the category of topological spaces to
the category of abelian groups, Khovanov homology can be understood as a functor
from a certain category of links to the category of abelian groups. In particular,
Khovanov homology assigns homomorphisms to link cobordisms. (A link cobordism
is a smoothly embedded surface in S3 × I with 0-boundary L and 1-boundary L′.)
This property of Khovanov homology is called functoriality.
Khovanov recognized a recipe for constructing maps from a diagrammatic presen-
tation of a link cobordism but was initially unable to show that the map did not
depend (up to homotopy) on the presentation. Jacobsson [10] proved it using care-
fully organized computations, and then Khovanov [14] gave a more algebraic proof.
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2 ADAM SALTZ
Bar-Natan [5] reproved the theorem by recasting the entire construction in terms of
cobordisms. Because of this, his proof applies to Lee’s theory and other variants.
From a totally different direction come the gauge-theoretic and symplectic invari-
ants of three- and four-manifolds. These include monopole Floer homology, Heegaard
Floer homology, plane Floer homology, and instanton Floer homology [17, 26, 9, 19].
Each is an invariant of three-manifolds with myriad applications. They too are
functorial: a four-manifold with boundary −Y ∐Y ′ induces a map from the Floer
homologies of Y to those of Y ′.
The double cover of S3 branched along L is a three-manifold whose properties
mirror those of L; see Montesinos’ classical work [24]. The Floer homologies of
Σ(L) are link invariants. A link cobordism from L to L′ lifts to a four-dimensional
cobordism from Σ(L) to Σ(L′). But it is not clear a priori that (say) ĤF (Σ(L)) is
functorial as a link invariant: one needs to show that the four-dimensional cobordism
maps respect relations between link cobordisms.
The last homology theory considered here is Szabo´’s “geometric link homology,”
[35], which we will just call “Szabo´ homology.” We write CSz(D) for the Szabo´
chain complex of a link diagram and Sz(L) for Szabo´ homology. This theory is
combinatorial in the same way as Khovanov and Lee’s theories are. On the other
hand, Seed [34] produced extensive numerical evidence that Sz(L) ' ĤF (Σ(−L)).
So Szabo´’s theory conjecturally has a foot in both worlds.
These invariants are connected by the following Arch-Theorem.
Arch-Theorem. Write −L for the mirror of L. Let H(L) be any of the following
groups:
• the Heegaard Floer homology of Σ(−L) [27]
• the monopole Floer homology of Σ(−L) [7]
• the plane Floer homology of Σ(−L) [9]
• the singular instanton homology of L [18]
• the framed instanton homology of L [33]
• the Lee-Bar-Natan1 homology of L [29]
• the Szabo´ homology of L [35]
For each diagram of L there is a spectral sequence which converges to H(L) and
whose second page is isomorphic to Kh(L). (In some instances one should replace
Kh(L) with a reduced version.)
1Lee and Bar-Natan each perturbations of Khovanov homology. They are twist-equivalent [15]
over any ring in which 2 is invertible, but they are not equivalent over F. We will work with
Bar-Natan’s theory. To avoid confusion between this homology theory and Bar-Natan’s cobordism-
theoretic construction, we refer to the former as Lee-Bar-Natan homology.
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Beyond their inherent interest, these spectral sequences have many topological
applications, see the introduction of [1]. For example, the only extant proof that
Khovanov homology detects the unknot uses the spectral sequence to singular in-
stanton. What is the common structure behind all of this?
Baldwin, Hedden, and Lobb [1] define a Khovanov-Floer theory to be a gadget A
which assigns to a link diagram a spectral sequence whose second page is isomorphic
to Khovanov homology. The theory must come with some additional data. For
example, ifD′ is the result of a one-handle attachment onD, there is a map of spectral
sequences F i : A(D)→ A(D′) so that F 2 agrees with the one-handle attachment map
on Khovanov homology. Using this barebones structure, they prove the following.
Theorem ([1]). Let A be a Khovanov-Floer theory.
(1) A is a link invariant: if D′ is obtained from D by a sequence of Reidemeister
moves, then there is an isomorphism2 of spectral sequences A(D) ∼= A(D′).
(2) A is functorial: a movie presentation M(Σ) of a link cobordism Σ from L to
L′ induces a map of spectral sequences
F iM(Σ) : A(D)→ A(D′).
If M ′(Σ) is some other movie presentation of Σ, then F iM(Σ) = F
i
M ′(Σ) for
i ≥ 2.
(3) Every theory in the Arch-Theorem is a Khovanov-Floer theory.
Ideally, one could use this definition to classify or axiomatize “homologies which
admit spectral sequences from Khovanov homology” in the spirit of Eilenberg-Steenrod
for ordinary homology and Khovanov for link homologies constructed from rank two
Frobenius algebras [15].
Unfortunately, the construction is limited by its reliance on spectral sequence
techniques. To see this, consider a movie presentation M(Σ) of a link cobordism Σ.
It induces a filtered map of Szabo´ chain complexes
FM(Σ) : CSz(D)→ CSz(D′).
“Szabo´ homology is functorial” should mean that the induced map
(FM(Σ))∗ : Sz(D)→ Sz(D′)
does not depend on the presentation of Σ. In the Khovanov-Floer setting, M(Σ)
induces a map of spectral sequences F iM(Σ). This map converges
3 to a different map,
F∞Σ , and this is the map studied in [1]. These maps may be quite different, even
2An isomorphism of spectral sequences is a map of spectral sequences which is an isomorphism
after the first page.
3We only consider bounded complexes with coefficients in a field, so there’s no question of
convergence.
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in simple theories; see the end of Section 6.1. So Baldwin, Hedden, and Lobb show
that the Khovanov-Floer theory associated to Szabo´ homology is functorial, but not
necessarily Szabo´ homology itself.
Our goal in this paper is to formulate a notion of Khovanov-Floer theory which does
not rely on spectral sequences. Instead, a strong Khovanov-Floer theory assigns a
filtered chain complex to a link. To a zero-, one-, or two-handle attachment the theory
assigns a chain map. These maps are required to satisfy some relations which are
fundamentally three-dimensional: they concern cobordisms of planar link diagrams.
If the theory satisfies the technical condition of being conic, then its filtered chain
homotopy type is a functorial link invariant link invariant in the usual sense. This
is our main result.
Theorem 1. Let K be a strong Khovanov-Floer theory.
(1) K is a link invariant: if D′ is obtained from D by a sequence of Reidemeister
moves, then K(D) ' K(D′).
(2) K is functorial: a movie presentation M(Σ) of a link cobordism Σ from L to
L′ induces a chain map
FM(Σ) : K(D)→ K(D′).
If M ′(Σ) is some other movie representation of (Σ), then FMΣ ' FM ′Σ.
(3) Lee-Bar-Natan homology, Szabo´ homology, Heegaard Floer homology, and sin-
gular instanton homology yield strong Khovanov-Floer theories.
Theorem 2. Szabo´ homology, Heegaard Floer homology of branched double covers,
and singular instanton link homology are functorial link invariants.4
We expect that every theory in the Arch-Theorem yields a strong Khovanov-Floer
theory.
Our central technical result is Proposition 5.6, which states roughly that ev-
ery conic, strong Khovanov-Floer theory factors through Bar-Natan’s cobordism-
theoretic construction of link homology [5]. Khovanov homology is usually defined
by applying some linear algebraic machinery to the cube of resolutions of a link dia-
gram. Bar-Natan instead formulates a category in which the resolutions are objects
and the saddle cobordisms between them are morphisms. The cube of resolutions is
a complex JDK in this category. The chain homotopy type of this complex is a link
invariant.
Let D and D′ be link diagrams for a link L. Write JDK and JD′K for their cube
of resolutions complex. Suppose that f : JDK → JD′K is one direction of a chain
homotopy equivalence. This means that f is a ‘map’ comprising a formal sum of
4Functoriality of Lee-Bar-Natan homology has been known for some time.
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cobordisms. The observation which set off this work was that these maps, properly
interpreted, also furnish a chain homotopy equivalence for Szabo´ homology.
One cannot discuss functoriality without paying some attention to naturality. Each
link homology theory (aside from Bar-Natan-Lee homology and Khovanov homology)
requires some auxiliary input in addition to a link diagram. This is why Theorem 2
is limited to only a few examples. We expect that every theory in the Arch-Theorem
is a conic, strong Khovanov-Floer theory, and that the proof for each should be very
similar to the proof for singular instanton homology, but we have not checked the
necessary naturality conditions.
1.1. Future directions. Strong Khovanov-Floer theories should be the right frame-
work to extend and universalize other results in Khovanov homology. For example,
many Khovanov-Floer theories include invariants of contact structures and transverse
links. Baldwin and Plamenevskaya [4], following Roberts [30], showed that these in-
variants in Khovanov homology and Heegaard Floer homology are connected. In
Bar-Natan’s framework we can define a ‘universal’ transverse invariant which we be-
lieve will be useful in understanding the connections between all of these invariants.
Stephan Wehrli showed that, over Z/2Z, Khovanov homology is invariant under
knot mutation. His proof runs through Bar-Natan’s framework, but uses more struc-
ture than we construct here. Nevertheless, we believe it can be adapted to prove the
following.
Conjecture. Every strong Khovanov-Floer theory over Z/2Z is invariant under knot
mutation.
Lambert-Cole [20] defined extended Khovanov-Floer theories and showed that
they are mutation invariant. It would be interesting to adapt his proof to strong
Khovanov-Floer theories.
Lin [22] has shown that there is a spectral sequence from (reduced) Bar-Natan-Lee
homology to involutive monopole Floer homology. There should be no difficulty in
adapting the definition of strong Khovanov-Floer theory to include this case.
Lastly, John Baldwin challenged the author to formulate Szabo´ link homology
theory in cobordism-theoretic terms. This paper does not meet that challenge: we
cannot describe Szabo´’s configuration maps purely in terms of cobordisms. But
we believe that these results suggest a path forward to better understand Szabo´
homology along with other Khovanov-Floer theories. Putyra [28] unified even and
odd Khovanov homology using the theory of framed functions, an enrichment of
traditional Morse (really, Cerf) theory. These framings are nearly identical to Szabo´’s
decorations. We conjecture that Szabo´’s theory could be given a purely Morse-
theoretic definition using framed functions. If Szabo´ and Seed’s conjecture holds,
this would give a purely two-dimensional definition for Heegaard Floer homology of
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branched double covers. An optimist might conjecture every conic, strong Khovanov-
Floer theory can be understood via two-dimensional Morse theory by working with
an Cerf-enhanced version of Bar-Natan’s construction.
1.2. Organization and conventions. In Section 2, we discuss the connections
between links, link diagrams, cobordisms, and diagrammatic cobordisms. In Section
3 we review BHL’s definition and define strong Khovanov-Floer theories. Section 4
is a review of Bar-Natan’s cobordism-theoretic framework. Section 5 is the technical
core of the paper in which we prove the first two parts of the main theorem. We
prove that the examples in the Arch-Theorem are actually strong Khovanov-Floer
theories in Sections 6 and 7.
F stands for the field Z/2Z. Tensor products are assumed to be over F. For other
coefficient systems, see the remark at the end of section 3.3.
Acknowledgments. This paper owes its existence to John Baldwin in several ways:
first, for pushing me to study the functoriality of Szabo´ homology while I was his
student; second, for his careful demolition of arguments in [2] which showed the
necessity of the present argument; and third, for his part in authoring [1].
Thanks to David Gay and Gordana Matic` for many inspirational discussion. An-
drew Lobb and David Rose made a valuable corrections to an earlier version. I am
also thankful to Matt Hedden, Peter Lambert-Cole, Tye Lidman, Mike Usher, Mike
Willis for helpful conversations.
2. Diagrams and cobordisms
2.1. Diagrammatic link cobordisms and embedded cobordisms. One of the
first steps towards showing Khovanov homology is a link invariant is to show that
it is invariant under planar isotopy. One constructs a chain homotopy equivalence
between the Khovanov chain complexes of two diagrams which differ by a planar
isotopy. These homotopy equivalences are not natural: there are planar isotopies
whose initial and final diagrams are identical but which are not assigned the identity
map. This means that any functoriality statement for Khovanov homology – or any
flavor of Khovanov-Floer theory – must make careful distinctions between diagrams,
links, and cobordisms of each.
Definition 2.1. Let Link be the category of links in R3. Its objects are smooth links
in R3 and its morphisms are (proper) isotopy classes of collared, smoothly embedded
link cobordisms in R3× I. These isotopies are always taken to fix a neighborhood of
the boundary pointwise.
Carter and Saito [8] set up a combinatorial model for Link .
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Figure 1. Before and after a diagrammatic one-handle attachment
along the green, dotted arc.
Definition 2.2. Let D be a link diagram. A diagrammatic handle attachment on D
is one of the three following operations:
Zero-handle attachment: add a disjoint circle to D.
Two-handle attachment: remove a crossingless, disjoint circle from D.
One-handle attachment: Let γ be an arc embedded in R2 so that ∂γ ⊂ D and
γ is otherwise disjoint from D. A one-handle attachment along γ is the local
operation represented in Figure 1.
The support of a zero- or two-handle attachment is a small neighborhood of the rele-
vant circle. The support of a one-handle attachment along γ is a small neighborhood
of γ.
Let L and L′ be links and let Σ be a generic representative of an element in
HomLink (L,L
′). Write t for the last coordinate in R3× I. Write Σt = Σ∩ (R3×{t}).
For almost all t, Σt is a link in R3 whose projection Dt to the xy-plane is a regular
diagram. Call these values of t regular. If the interval [t0, t1] consists only of regular
values then the cobordism Σt0 → Σt1 is a cylinder and the cobordism Dt0 → Dt1 can
be represented as a planar isotopy. If t2 is the only singular value in [t0, t1] then Dt1
is obtained from Dt0 by either a diagrammatic handle attachment or a Reidemeister
move. Let
[D1, . . . ,Dn]
be a sequence of diagrams so that Di+1 is obtained from Di by an elementary dia-
grammatic cobordism: a planar isotopy, a single diagrammatic handle attachment,
or a single Reidemeister move. Such a sequence is called a movie. The constituent
diagrams are called frames.
It is not too hard to see that a movie describes a link cobordism. In fact, any
link cobordism admits a movie description. One can alter a movie in a way which
preserves the isotopy class of the presented surface. An example is given in Figure 2.
Formally, a movie move is a rule for replacing one collection of frames with another
so that the isotopy class of the presented surface does not change. Carter and Saito
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Figure 2. Movie move 15. These are local pictures of two diagram-
matic cobordisms which are assumed to be equal elsewhere. The em-
bedded cobordisms represented by these movies are isotopic. (The film
style on this diagram is due to Carter and Saito.)
identify a set of movie moves which are sufficient to connect any two movies which
represent the same isotopy class of surface.
Theorem 2.3 ([8]). Let L and L′ be links. Every Σ ∈ HomLink (L,L′) has a repre-
sentative which can be described by a movie. Any two movies for the same cobordism
can be related by applying a sequence of the movie moves.
The upshot is that any invariant of surfaces defined by slicing them into movies
must be invariant under the movie moves.
Definition 2.4. Let Diag be the category whose objects are link diagrams and whose
morphisms are movies modulo the movie moves. That is, HomDiag(D,D′) is the set
of movies with initial frame D and final frame D′ modulo the relation M ∼M ′ if M
and M ′ can be connected by a sequence of movie moves.
Proposition 2.5 ([1]). Let pi : R3 → R2 be the projection to the xy-plane. Let L0
be the set of links L so that pi(L) is immersed.
There is an equivalence of categories Π: Link ≡ Diag which sends L ∈ L0 to pi(L).
The equivalence is given by fixing an isotopy between each object of Link and an
object which projects to a regular immersed curve. These isotopies may be viewed
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as topological cylinders in R3 × I and therefore as morphisms in Link . This data
defines a functor (and equivalence) from Link to Diag .
Any two choices of isotopies induce isomorphic functors. So one may choose a
set of isotopies which fix L0. (In fact, one may choose isotopies which are the
identity on any link which already projects to a regular immersion.) There are many
equivalences. Fix one and call it Π.
The two movie moves which play a major role in this paper are movie move
15 (shown in Figure5 2) and the distant handleswap. The latter is the operation
of swapping the order of handle attachments with disjoint supports. Both of these
moves have three-dimensional interpretations: movie move 15 is the cinematic version
of the addition or removal of a pair of canceling handles for a surface in R2×I. Distant
handleswap is an isotopy whose support has two disjoint components: the supports
of the two swapped handles.
2.2. The categories of planar diagrams and planar circles.
Definition 2.6. Let Planar be the category whose objects are embedded collections of
circles in R2 and whose morphisms are diagrammatic handle attachments and planar
isotopies modulo movie move 15 and distant handleswaps. Planar is the category of
planar diagrams.
Definition 2.7. Let Cob3 be the category whose objects are embedded collections of
circles in R2 and whose morphisms are cobordisms in R2 × I. Two cobordisms are
considered equal if they are related by a boundary-preserving, proper isotopy.
The following lemma is a three-dimensional version of Carter and Saito’s work.
Consequently, it is much simpler.
Lemma 2.8. Let O and O′ be objects of Cob3. Let Σ ∈ HomCob3(O,O′). Then
Σ admits a movie representative M(Σ) with only crossingless diagrams. Any two
movie representatives for Σ from this construction differ by swapping distant saddles
or movie move 15.
Any movie M with first frame O and last frame O′ whose frames differ only by
planar isotopy and diagrammatic handle attachments describes a cobordism ΣM ∈
HomCob3(O,O
′) so that M(ΣM) = M . If M and M ′ are related by distant handleswaps
and movie move 15, then ΣM = ΣM ′.
Proof. The first part of the theorem may be restated as follows: let Σ and Σ′ be
isotopic surfaces in R2 × I so that the natural height function is Morse on both.
Assume also that both height functions are separating: no two critical points share
a critical level. Then there is a one-parameter family of embeddings (i.e. an isotopy)
5In fact this picture encodes two moves: it can be read from top to bottom or bottom to top.
We will refer to this package of moves as “movie move 15.”
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ft from Σ to Σ
′ which is Morse and separating except at finitely many points. At
those points, either two critical points share a critical level or there is a birth-death
singularity. Diagrammatically, these are handleswaps and applications of movie move
15.
Let g˜t be an isotopy from Σ to Σ
′. It is standard Cerf theory that there is a
function h : Σ→ [0, 1] so that, for any  > 0, the function gt = g˜t + h is separating
and Morse except for finitely many handleswaps and birth-death singularities. If 
is small enough, then gt is an embedding for all t. Therefore gt is an isotopy whose
cinematic presentation is by handleswaps and movie move 15.
A movie describes a surface by thickening frames into cylinders and attaching
handles across diagrammatic handle attachments. The last statement is clear. 
Let Π: Link ≡ Diag be the equivalence from the discussion following Proposition
2.5. Let P be the plane of projection for Π. Choose a level-preserving embedding of
R2 × I into R3 × I so that R2 × {0} is mapped to P × {0} and R2 × {1} is mapped
to P × {1}. This induces an inclusion functor ι : Cob3 → Link .
Proposition 2.9. The equivalence Π: Link ≡ Diag restricts to an equivalence Π ◦
ι : Cob3 ≡ Planar .
Proof. Let O be an object of Cob3. It’s clear that (Π ◦ ι)(γ) is an object of Planar .
It’s also obvious that (Π ◦ ι) is essentially surjective. The fullness and faithfulness of
Π ◦ ι follows from Lemma 2.8. 
Proposition 2.9 justifies our future conflation of cobordisms and diagrammatic
cobordisms.
3. Strong Khovanov-Floer theories
3.1. Khovanov-Floer theories. We recall Baldwin, Hedden, and Lobb’s definition
of Khovanov-Floer theory. To get a reasonable category of “filtered complexes whose
spectral sequence has second page isomorphic to Kh(L)” one has to keep track of
the isomorphisms.
Definition 3.1. Let V be a graded vector space. A V -complex is a pair (C, q)
where C is a filtered chain complex and q is an isomorphism from V to E2(C). A
map of V -complexes is a filtered chain map. A map f : (C, q) → (C ′, q′) induces a
map E2(f) : E2(C) → E2(C ′) which may be written as q′ ◦ T ◦ q−1 for some map
T : V → W . Say that f agrees with T on E2. If V = W and f agrees with the
identity map then call f a quasi-isomorphism.
Definition 3.2. A Khovanov-Floer theory A is a rule which assigns to every link
diagram D a quasi-isomorphism class of Kh(D)-complexes A(D) which satisfies the
following rules.
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(1) Suppose that D′ is obtained from D by a planar isotopy. Then there is a
morphism
A(D)→ A(D′)
which agrees on E2 with the induced map from Kh(D) to Kh(D′).
(2) Suppose that D′ is obtained from D by a diagrammatic 1-handle attachment.
Then there is a morphism
A(D)→ A(D′)
which agrees on E2 with the induced map from Kh(D) to Kh(D′).
(3) Write D∪D′ for the disjoint union of the diagrams D and D′. There is a
morphism
A(D∪D′)→ A(D)⊗A(D′)
which agrees on E2 with the standard isomorphism
Kh(D∪D′)→ Kh(D)⊗Kh(D′).
(4) If D is a diagram of the unlink, then E2(A(D)) ∼= E∞(A(D)).
Definition 3.3. A Khovanov-Floer theory is functorial if, for a movie M : D → D′,
there is a filtered chain map
FM : A(D)→ A(D)
which agrees which agrees on E2 with the usual map on Khovanov homology [10].
Equivalently, link cobordisms induce maps of spectral sequences which are well-
defined (i.e. do not depend on the presentation) after the first page.
Theorem (Baldwin, Hedden, Lobb [1]). Every Khovanov-Floer theory is functorial.
As noted in the introductions of [1] and the present work, this functoriality is not
the same as functoriality of a link homology theory.
3.2. Transitive systems of chain complexes. This section establishes a natural-
ity framework for working with chain homotopy classes of maps. The first section
of Juhasz and Thurston [11] is a good introduction to naturality issues in homology
theories.
Definition 3.4. A transitive system of filtered chain complexes up to homotopy (or
transitive system for short) is a collection of filtered chain complexes {Cα} and a
collection of filtered chain maps ψβα : Cα → Cβ for all α and β in some index set I
so that
• ψαα ' Idα where Idα is the identity map on Cα.
• ψγβ ◦ ψβα ' ψγα.
A transitive system can be viewed as a diagram in the homotopy category of chain
complexes. The canonical representative of a transitive system is its inverse limit.
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The following lemma follows immediately from the fact that the inverse limit is a
functor.
Lemma 3.5. Let C = {Cα} and C ′ = {C ′α} be transitive systems. Let f be a map
of transitive systems, i.e. a collection of filtered chain maps fγα : Cα → C ′γ so that
fγβ ◦ ψβα ' ψγδ ◦ f δα
holds for any indices α, β, γ, and δ. Then f defines a filtered map between the canon-
ical representatives of C and C ′. If the maps fγβ are chain homotopy equivalences
then f is a chain homotopy equivalence.
Lemma 3.6. Let C and C ′ be transitive systems with maps ψ and ψ′. Let IC and
IC′ be the index sets for C and C
′. Suppose there that there is a surjective function
φ : IC → IC′ and a collection of maps
f = {fφ(α)α |α ∈ IC}
so that
ψ
′φ(β)
φ(α) ◦ fφ(α)α ' fφ(β)β ◦ ψβα.
Then f extends to a map of transitive systems and therefore of canonical represen-
tatives. The extension is unique up to homotopy.
Proof. Let β ∈ IC′ . Let γ ∈ φ−1(β). Note that fβγ is determined by hypothesis. For
α /∈ φ−1(β), define
fβα = f
β
γ ◦ ψγα.
Suppose that γ′ is some other element of φ−1(β). Then
fβα = f
β
γ ◦ ψγα ' fβγ′ ◦ ψγ
′
γ ◦ ψγγ′ψγ
′
α = f
β
γ′ ◦ ψγ
′
α .
Therefore the definition does not depend on the choice of an element of φ−1(β).
Next we check that this actually defines a map of systems. Suppose that α is in
the complement of φ−1(β) in IC . Let δ ∈ IC . In the next set of equations we write
φ−1(β) to stand for a fixed element of that set. Then
fβα ◦ ψαδ ' (fβφ−1(β) ◦ ψφ
−1(β)
α ) ◦ ψαδ
' (ψ′βφ(α) ◦ fφ(α)α ) ◦ ψαδ
= ψ′βφ(α) ◦ (fφ(α)α ◦ ψαδ )
' ψ′βφ(α) ◦ (ψ′φ(α)φ(δ) ◦ fφ(δ)δ )
= (ψ′βφ(α) ◦ ψ′φ(α)φ(δ) ) ◦ fφ(δ)δ
' ψ′βφ(δ) ◦ fφ(δ)δ
as required. 
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Thanks to transitivity, φ need not be surjective.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that either IC and IC′ are both empty or that IC is not empty.
Then Lemma 3.6 holds even if φ is not surjective.
Proof. Let β ∈ IC′ \ Im(φ) and γ ∈ Im(φ). Let α′ ∈ φ−1(γ). For any α ∈ IC , define
fβα = ψ
′β
γ ◦ fγα′ ◦ ψα
′
α .
One can show that this does not depend on γ as in the last proof. To show that
{fβα}, repeat the second part of the last proof on both sides of ψ′βγ ◦ fγα′ ◦ ψα
′
α . 
3.3. Strong Khovanov-Floer theories.
Definition 3.8. A strong Khovanov-Floer theory K is a rule which assigns to a link
diagram D and a collection of auxiliary data A a filtered chain complex K(D, A)
satisfying the following conditions.
(1) Let Aα and Aβ be two collections of auxiliary data. Then there is a chain
homotopy equivalence
aβα : K(D, Aα)→ K(D, Aβ).
The collection {K(D, Aα} forms a transitive system with maps {aβα}. Write
K(D) for the canonical representative.
(2) If D is a crossingless diagram of the unknot, then H(K(D)) ∼= Kh(D).
(3) Let D∪D′ be a disjoint union of diagrams. Then
K(D∪D′) ' K(D)⊗K(D′).
A strong Khovanov-Floer theory also assigns maps to diagrammatic cobordisms with
auxiliary data. These maps must satisfy the following properties:
(4) Suppose that D′ is obtained from D by a diagrammatic handle attachment.
There is a function φ from auxiliary data for D to auxiliary data for D′ and
a map
h(Aα,φ(Aα),B) : K(D, Aα)→ K(D′, φ(A′α′)).
where B is some additional auxiliary data. For fixed B, these maps satisfy
the conditions of Lemma 3.7 and therefore form a map
hB : K(D)→ K(D′).
For any two sets of additional data B and B′, hB ' hB′ .
(5) Let U be a crossingless diagram of an unknot. Then K(U) is a Frobenius
algebra with operations given by the handle attachment maps. (We will
usually assume that the Frobenius algebra is F[X]/(X2).)
(6) If D′ is obtained from D by a planar isotopy, then K(D) is homotopy equiv-
alent to K(D′).
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(7) Let D be the disjoint union of two diagrams D0 and D1. Let Σ be a diagram-
matic cobordism to D′. Suppose that D′ is the disjoint union of D′0 and D′1.
Suppose that Σ is the disjoint union of Σ0 and Σ1, where Σi is a cobordism
from Σi to Σ
′
i. Then K(Σ) ' K(Σ0)⊗K(Σ1).
(8) The handle attachment maps satisfy handleswap invariance rule and the
movie move 15 relation up to homotopy.
Again: K(D) refers to a single chain complex: the canonical representative of the
transitive system defined by D.
The naturality issues in conditions 1 and 4 are significant. For example, to con-
struct a Heegaard Floer complex for a three-manifold Y one needs a Heegaard dia-
gram and some analytic data. Naturality of the complex under variations of analytic
data was established by Ozsva´th and Szabo´ in their foundational work on the the-
ory. Naturality with respect to Heegaard diagrams was proven later by Juhasz and
Thurston and requires careful study of the space of all (pointed) Heegaard diagrams
for a three-manifold [11].
In practice we only consider strong Khovanov-Floer theories which satisfy the
following property. Let c be a crossing of a link diagram D. Let D0 be the diagram
given by zero-resolving c. Let γc be a planar arc between the two sides of the
resolution. (Compare Figures 1 and 3.)
Definition 3.9. Let K be a strong Khovanov-Floer theory. We say that K is conic
if it satisfies the following property: for any link diagram D and any crossing c of D,
K(D) ' cone(hγc : K(D0)→ K(D1)).
where D0 and D1 are the 0- and 1-resolutions of D at c and hγc is the handle attach-
ment map at c.
We will see in Section 5.2 that being conic is equivalent to having a cube of reso-
lutions description. Every strong Khovanov-Floer theory we know is conic. Conicity
and mapping cone formulas have played major roles in the application of Floer the-
ory to low-dimensional topology, so it is not surprising to see it appear here. It may
be possible to prove that every strong Khovanov-Floer theory is conic using tech-
niques similar to those used in [1] to show that every Khovanov-Floer theory assigns
maps to zero- and two-handles. In any case, there may be redundancy among the
conditions of Definition 3.8 and conicity. To start, Corollary 6.4 at the beginning of
Section 6 shows that conicity implies Condition 8.
Remark 3.10. This paper aims to show that Definition 3.8 is the right way to formu-
late “link homology theory with a spectral sequence from Khovanov homology.” In
light of Condition 5 of Definition 3.8 and the well-known equivalence of (1+1)-TQFTs
and Frobenius algebras, it also addresses a dual: what conditions on a (1+1)-TQFT
allow for it to be extended to a (2 + 1)-TQFT?
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Figure 3. A crossing, its zero-resolution, and its one-resolution.
Remark 3.11. The proof of our main theorem relies on the functoriality of Bar-
Natan’s construction. This holds only over Z/2Z – over Z, the map assigned to
a cobordism is only well-defined up to sign. Indeed, Jacobsson showed that this
problem is built in to the definition of Khovanov homology. So our restriction to
Z/2Z is out of necessity rather than just convenience. It is possible that one of the
various methods of fixing the sign issues in Khovanov homology will fit naturally into
the Khovanov-Floer picture.
4. Bar-Natan’s formulation of link homology
This section is a review of the first few sections of [5].
Let D be a link diagram with c ordered crossings. An element I of {0, 1}c is called
a resolution of D. From a resolution one can produce a new diagram, D(I), also
called a resolution, by changing each crossing according to the rule in Figure 3. The
result is always a diagram without crossings.
Suppose that I and I ′ are both resolutions of D which differ only at one entry at
which I has 0 and I ′ has 1. Then there is a cobordism ΣI,I′ : D(I) → D(I ′) which
looks like a saddle near the changed piece and like the identity cobordism everywhere
else. We may describe this saddle (up to isotopy) by drawing an arc (unique up to
planar isotopy) on the 0-resolution of diagram connecting the two sides of the once-
crossing. For a crossing c this arc is called γc. In terms of diagrammatic handle
attachments, ΣI,I′ is a one-handle attachment along γc.
Topologists often describe Khovanov homology as follows: form the cube of reso-
lutions of D by drawing the cube {0, 1}c and placing the diagram D(I) at the vertex
I. Label the edge from I to I ′ with the cobordism ΣI,I′ . Apply some recipe to turn
each resolution into a module and each cobordism into a linear map. Bar-Natan
formalized the first two steps, and this formalization will form the foundation for our
investigation of conic strong Khovanov-Floer theories.
There is a category M˜at(Cob3), the additive closure of Cob3, whose objects are formal
direct sums of objects in Cob3 and whose morphisms are matrices whose entries are
formal linear combinations of morphisms in Cob3. Composition of morphisms is given
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by matrix multiplication. Note that M˜at(Cob3) includes a zero object and zero maps
even though Cob3 does not.
The cube of resolutions of a link diagram D may be understood as an objectJDK = ⊕
I∈{0,1}c
D(I)
of M˜at(Cob3) equipped with an endomorphism
d =
⊕
I,I′
ΣI,I′ .
It is not hard to show that d ◦ d = 0 overZ/2Z.
Definition 4.1. Let C be an additive category. A chain complex in C is an object
C along with an endomorphism d of C so that d ◦ d = 0. Let (C, d) and (C ′, d′) be
complexes. A morphism f ∈ HomC(C,C ′) is called a chain map if f ◦ d = d′ ◦ f .
Two chain maps f, g ∈ HomC(C,C ′) are chain homotopic if there is a morphism
H ∈ HomC(C,C ′) so that
f + g = d′ ◦H +H ◦ d.
H is called a chain homotopy. f is a chain homotopy equivalence if f is homotopic
to the identity morphism.
The homotopy category of complexes over C, denoted K(C), is the category whose
objects are chain complexes over C and whose morphisms are homotopy classes of
chain maps.
To get a manageable category, we need to cut down M˜at(Cob3) with some relations.
Every morphism in M˜at(Cob3) is a sum of morphisms in Cob3, so we can define relations
on M˜at(Cob3) by defining relations on Cob3.
Definition 4.2. Mat(Cob3) is the category whose objects and morphisms are those
of M˜at(Cob3) modulo the following relations on morphisms.
The S relation: any cobordism which includes a closed sphere is equal to zero.
The T relation: any cobordism which includes a closed torus is equal to zero.
The 4Tu relation: let Σ be a cobordism. Suppose that the intersection of Σ with
some ball is given by four disks. Number the disks from 1 to 4. For i 6= j let Σij
be the cobordism given by attaching an unknotted tube between disk i and disk
j, see 4. Then Σ12 + Σ34 = Σ13 + Σ24.
Every object of Mat(Cob3) can be written as a sum of objects in Cob3 and every
morphism can be written as a sum of cobordisms (up to equivalence) between these
objects. We call these summands basic. Mat(Cob3) is additive, and the definitions ofJ·K and d above descend to Mat(Cob3).
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Figure 4. Clockwise from top-left: Σ12, Σ24, Σ13, and Σ34. Note that
the four disks need not be arranged as in this schematic picture. All
that is required is that they constitute the intersection of some ball
with the cobordism Σ.
Theorem 4.3. [Bar-Natan]
• Suppose that D and D′ differ by a Reidemeister move. Then JDK and JD′K are
homotopy equivalent by a map ρ which depends on the Reidemeister move.
The isomorphism class of JDK as an object of K(Mat(Cob3)) is a link invari-
ant.
• Let Σ: D → D′ be a diagrammatic cobordism. It induces a map FΣ : JDK→JD′K. If Σ′ is an equivalent diagrammatic cobordism, then FΣ ' FΣ′. In other
words, J·K is a functor from Diag to K(Mat(Cob3)).
We will describe all these maps in Section 5.4.
5. Cobordisms, mapping cones, and functoriality
5.1. Handle attachment maps and mapping cones. Let h ∈ HomDiag(D,D′) be
a diagrammatic handle attachment. Observe that D and D′ have the same number
of crossings – in fact, since the handle attachment is supported in the complement
of a neighborhood of each crossing, the crossings and resolutions of D and D′ are
naturally identified.
Let D be a link diagram with k crossings and k > 0. For each resolution
I of D, h induces a map h(I) ∈ HomPlanar (D(I),D′(I)) or equivalently h(I) ∈
HomCob3(D(I),D′(I)). Define
h =
⊕
I∈{0,1}k
h(I) ∈ HomMat(Cob3)(D,D′).
These are exactly the handle attachment maps defined in [5].
The rest of this section is devoted to reframing all of this in terms of mapping
cones. Let (C, d) and (C ′, d′) be chain complexes in Mat(Cob3). Let f ∈ Hom(C,C ′)
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be a chain map. The mapping cone of f , denoted cone(f), is the complex(
C ⊕ C ′,
(
d f
0 d′
))
If D has no crossings, then set JDK′ = (D, 0).
If D has k crossings, label (and thus order) them by {c1, . . . , ck}. Let Dk−1,0 and
Dk−1,1 be the diagrams given by resolving the crossing ck. Let γck be the arc assigned
to the crossing ck as in the previous section. Write hk for hγck . Define JDK′ =
cone(hk). We call this the iterated mapping cone description of JDK. The following
proposition is well-known.
Proposition 5.1. JDK = JDK′. In other words, the cube of resolutions and iterated
mapping cone descriptions agree.
Proof. For diagrams with no crossings, the descriptions are identical. Suppose that
the proposition holds for diagrams up to k − 1 crossings. Let D be a k-crossing
diagram with crossings {c1, . . . , ck}. Then JDK′ = cone(hk : JDk−1,0K′ → JDk−1,1K′).
By hypothesis, JDk−1,0K′ and JDk−1,1K′ are both equivalent to cubes of resolutions:
JDk−1,0K′ =
 ⊕
I∈{0,1}k−1
Dk−1,0(I), ∂0,k−1

JDk−1,1K′ =
 ⊕
I∈{0,1}k−1
Dk−1,1(I), ∂1,k−1

So JDK′ = ⊕
I∈{0,1}k
D(I)
with differential given by d′ = d′0,k−1⊕d′1,k−1⊕hk. Now it is clear that d′ agrees with
d. 
Observe that the mapping cone description does not use on the fact that hk is a
sum of maps between Dk−1,0(I) and Dk−1,1(I). We could write hk(I), the restriction
of hk to Dk−1,0(I), as a map
hk(I) : JDk−1,0(I)K→ JDk−1,1K.
Let h be a diagrammatic handle attachment. Write JDK = cone(hk : D0 → D1).
The arc γck is disjoint from the support of h, so hk and h commute in Planar and
therefore in Cob3. It follows that
h : cone(hk : JD0K→ JD1K) = cone(hk : (JhD0K)→ (JhD0K)).
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Figure 5. On the left, a link diagram in black and the curve γ in
green. On the right, Dγ.
5.2. Mapping cones and strong Khovanov-Floer theories. Recall that a strong
Khovanov-Floer theory is conic if the complex it assigns to a link diagram is the map-
ping cone of the one-handle attachment map given by any crossing. In other words,
the total complex KD is an iterated mapping cone.
Proposition 5.2. Let K be a conic strong Khovanov-Floer theory. Then K admits
a cube of resolution descriptions. That is, for any link diagram D, the group K(D)
is ⊕
I
K(D(I))
and the differential on K(D) is a sum of maps ∂I,J with I ≤ J .
Proof. Let D be a link diagram with crossings {c1, . . . , ck}. Write fKck = K(hck).
This follows from the proof of Proposition 5.1with two alterations. The first
is that, for any resolution I, the complex K(D(I)) may have a differential. The
second difference is that it may not be possible to write fck as a sum of maps
fKck(I) : K(D0(I))→ K(D1(I)). Rather, one has
fKck(I, J) : K(D0(I))→ K(D1(J))
fKck(I) =
∑
I≤J
fKck(I, J).
In other words, there may be ‘edges’ in the cube of length zero and length greater
than one. Nevertheless, the observation following the proof of Proposition 5.1 makes
clear that the proof carries through without alteration. 
So if K is conic, then K(D) has a homological filtration: if x ∈ K(D(I)), then the
homological grading of x is the sum of the entries in I. (This grading may need to be
shifted to be a link invariant – in any case, there is a well-defined relative grading.)
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Now we can connect strong Khovanov-Floer theories to Khovanov-Floer theories.
The essential point is that a cube of resolutions description allows us to easily rec-
ognize associated graded objects.
Proposition 5.3. Let K be a conic strong Khovanov-Floer theory with underlying
Frobenius algebra R. It defines a Khovanov-Floer theory: to a link diagram D it
assigns the spectral sequence given by the homological filtration on K(D). To a one-
handle attachment it assigns the map of spectral sequences induced by K.
Note that the Lee-Bar-Natan spectral sequence is not induced by the homological
filtration.
Proof. Write ∂ for the differential on K(D). Write ∂i for the component of d with
homological degree i. Consider
H(K(D), ∂0) =
⊕
I∈{0,1}k
H(D(I), ∂0(I))
We work by induction on k to show that (∂1)∗ is equal to the differential on R link
homology. Condition 5 in the definition of strong Khovanov-Floer theory implies the
claim for diagrams with one crossing. For a diagram D with k crossings, k > 1, write
K(D) as the cone of fck . Then H(K(D), d0) is a cone on (fck)∗, the map induced by
fck . It suffices to show that the length one part of (fck)∗ agrees with the map given
by R.
Let I and I ′ be two resolutions which differ only at the kth crossing. By hypothesis,
D has at least two crossings, so there is another crossing (say, c1) at which I and
I ′ agree. Write H(K(D), d0) as the cone on (fc1)∗. The component of (fck)∗ from
H(K(D(I)), d0) to H(K(D(I ′)), d0) must agree with the R-link homology map by the
induction hypothesis. 
5.3. Strong Khovanov-Floer theories and planar diagrams. It’s time to con-
nect strong Khovanov-Floer theories to Bar-Natan’s category.
Proposition 5.4. Every strong Khovanov-Floer theory satisfies the S, T , and 4Tu
relations. That is, if K is a strong Khovanov-Floer theory and Σ is a diagrammatic
cobordism containing a sphere or torus, then K(Σ) = 0. Using the notation of
Definition 4.2,
K(Σ13) +K(Σ24) = K(Σ12) +K(Σ34).
Proof. Suppose that Σ contains a sphere. Arrange that the sphere has the standard
handle decomposition with just a zero- and two-handle using handleswaps and movie
move 15. Conditions 2 and 7 of Definition 3.8 imply that K(Σ) = 0. The same
argument applies to the T relation.
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For the 4Tu relation, see the proof of Proposition 7.2 in [5]. Again, conditions 2
and 7 along with a short calculation verify the relation. 
Remark 5.5. It is interesting to consider the four-dimensional geometry of Bar-
Natan’s relations. The S relation is familiar: let W : Y → Y ′ be a four-dimensional
cobordism so that there is some h ∈ H2(W ) so that h can be represented by an
embedded sphere of self-intersection number zero. Then the map assigned to this
cobordism by any flavor of instanton Floer homology is zero [16]. If Σ is a link
cobordism which contains a sphere, then its branched double cover will contain a
sphere of self-intersection zero. (I am thankful to Gordana Matic` for pointing this
out.)
The twice-punctured torus appears in Section 8.3 of [18]. It is essential in the
identification of cobordism maps on unlinks with the maps in Khovanov homology
in the following section. A four-dimensional interpretation of the 4Tu relation is less
clear to us.
Here is some notation necessary for our main technical result. Let Kom for the ho-
motopy category of complexes with coefficients in F. Let Diag◦ be the subcategory of
Diag with the same objects but with morphisms restricted to movies without Reide-
meister moves. Write T (◦) for the smallest full subcategory of Mat(Cob3) whose ob-
jects include every finite configuration of circles in R2 and so that if h ∈ Hom(O1, O2)
is a one-handle attachment map between two objects of T (◦), then cone(h) is an ob-
ject of T (◦).
Proposition 5.6. (1) A conic strong Khovanov-Floer theory K defines a functor
from Diag◦ to the category of filtered complexes with coefficients over F. The
functor sends an object D to K(D). Let Σ: HomDiag◦(D,D′). Write it as a
composition of isotopies and diagrammatic handle attachments
Σ = Σn ◦ · · · ◦ Σ1.
Then
K(Σ) = K(Σn) ◦ · · · ◦ K(Σ1).
(2) The functor extends linearly to a functor F◦K from Mat(Cob3) to Kom.
(3) Let ∂ be the differential on K(D) and let d be the differential on JDK. Let ∂0
be the part of ∂ with homological degree 0. Then F◦K(d) = ∂0 + ∂.
(4) The functor F◦K induces a functor K from T (◦) to Kom so that K = F◦K ◦ J−K.
This notation makes sense: the object assigned to D by the functor K is the
complex K(D), and similarly for morphisms.
Proof. (1) Maps for handle attachments and planar isotopies are part of the data
of a strong Khovanov-Floer theory. Suppose that
Σ = Σ′m ◦ · · · ◦ Σ′1
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for some other elementary cobordisms Σ′i. Then by Lemma 2.8, the movies
given by these decompositions differ by some sequence of distant handleswaps
and applications of movie move 15. By Condition 4.2 of Definition 3.8, any
application of these moves preserves the chain homotopy class of the induced
map. So K(Σ) is well-defined.
Compatability with composition and identity maps is clear.
(2) Linearly extend the functor above to M˜at(Cob3). Proposition 5.4 shows that it
descends to Mat(Cob3).
(3) For diagrams without crossings F◦K(d) = 0 and ∂0 = ∂. For a diagram with
k > 0 crossings, JDK is the cone of the map
hk : JD0K→ JD1K.
Write di for the differential on JDiK and ∂i for the differential on K(Di),
i = 0, 1. Therefore d = d0 ⊕ d1 ⊕ hk. By hypothesis, K(d0) and K(d1) agree
with ∂0 + ∂
0
0 and ∂1 + ∂
0
1 , and by conicity ∂ = ∂0 + ∂1 +K(hk). Observe that
∂0 = ∂01 + ∂
1
0 . It follows that K(d) = ∂ + ∂0.
(4) The definition on objects is clear. The real content of this statement is that if
Σ1,Σ2 ∈ HomT (◦)(O,O′) and JΣ1K ' JΣK, then K(Σ1) = K(Σ2). It suffices to
prove this in the case that O and O′ are finite collections of circles – the result
for mapping cones of one-handle attachments follows as in the last item.
Σ1 and Σ2 are equal in the quotient of Cob3 by the S, T , and 4Tu relations.
This implies that, after adding some spheres and tori to Σ1 and Σ2, they are
isotopic in R2 × I after some applications of the 4Tu relation. Call these
isotopic cobordisms Σ′1 and Σ
′
2. Lemma 2.8 implies that any two movies
M(Σ′1) and M(Σ
′
2) are related by distant handleswaps and movie move 15.
So Proposition 5.4 and Condition 4.2 imply that K(Σ1) ' K(Σ2).

5.4. Reidemeister maps and invariance. Let D be a link diagram with k cross-
ings and let D′ be the result of applying a left-handed Reidemeister 1 move to D.
Figure 6 shows a map JDK → JD′K. There is an obvious identification of k of the
crossings of D′ with those of D. So
JD′K = cone(hk+1 : D′0 → D′1)
where D′0 and D′1 are the diagrams obtained by taking the 0- and 1-resolution of ck+1,
respectively. This description is local in the sense that all the diagrams are identical
outside of the support of the Reidemeister move. The cobordisms in the figure are
understood to be extended to the rest of the diagram by the identity. Bar-Natan
shows that the vertical maps are chain maps and that they form a chain homotopy
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Figure 6. Reidemeister 1 invariance for J·K. The vertical maps are
chain maps. The right-to-left horizontal map on the bottom is a chain
homotopy.
equivalence. (The right-to-left horizontal map is the homotopy.) He produces similar
maps for Reidemeister 2 and 3 moves.6
Proposition 5.6 implies that each individual cobordism defines a chain map in a
strong Khovanov-Floer theory. Bar-Natan’s proof that the ensemble defines a chain
6One can also prove Reidemeister 3 invariance from a comparison lemma for mapping cones
(Lemma 4.5 of [5]). This lemma holds in any additive category and therefore in Kom .
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map JDK → JD′K carries through without alteration. Call the resulting map K(ρ)
and call the reverse map K(ρ′). Then
ρ′ ◦ ρ = Id +dH +Hd
and therefore
K(ρ′) ◦ K(ρ) = K(Id) +K(dH) +K(Hd)
= Id +∂K(H) +K(H)∂ + ∂0K(H) +K(H)∂0
The critical observation is that the homotopies H consist only of zero- and two-
handle attachments. These must commute with ∂0 because they define chain maps
with homological degree zero.
Proposition 5.7. Let K be a conic strong Khovanov-Floer theory. Let D and D′ be
link diagrams which differ by some sequence of Reidemeister moves. Then there is
a filtered homotopy equivalence ρ : K(D)→ K(D′). This map induces a map on the
associated graded which agrees with the usual map on the Khovanov chain complex.
Proof. We have already proved everything except the last sentence, which follows by
an argument similar to that of 5.3. 
Remark 5.8. Bar-Natan develops a planar algebra theory under which these pictures
can be taken literally rather than locally; they are objects in (the additive closure
of) a category of tangles. This puts the structure of a planar algebra on Khovanov
homology and its variants. We are not aware of planar algebra structures in any other
Khovanov-Floer theory. As a middle ground, there are versions of many Khovanov-
Floer theories for two-sided tangles (e.g. braids). The author and John Baldwin
have developed an invariant of two-sided tangles (e.g. braids) for Szabo´’s homology
theory, [2]. This suggests that strong Khovanov-Floer theories should all admit some
planar algebra structure. We will not pursue this angle further here.
5.5. Functoriality. Let M ∈ HomDiag(D,D′) be a movie. Write M as a composi-
tion of elementary diagrammatic cobordisms, i.e. Reidemeister moves, handle at-
tachments, and isotopies:
M = Mn ◦ · · · ◦M1.
Define JMK = JMnK ◦ · · · ◦ JM1K.
Let I be a resolution of D. Let JMK(I) be the restriction of JMK to JD(I)K. Observe
that there is a collection of movies {M1(I), . . . ,Mm(I)} without Reidemeister moves
so that
m∑
j=1
JM j(I)K = JMK(I).
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If M has no Reidemeister moves then the collection is just {M} and there is nothing
to prove. If M has Reidemeister moves, then replace the Reidemeister maps from the
previous section. These maps are each sums of restrictions of diagrammatic handle
attachments. Let K be a conic, strong Khovanov-Floer theory. Define
K(Mi) = F◦K(JMiK)
and
K(M) = K(Mn) ◦ · · · ◦ K(M1).
To be concrete: ifMi is a diagrammatic handle attachment, thenK(Mi) is determined
by the definition of K. If Mi is a Reidemeister move, then K(Mi) is determined by
Proposition 5.4.
Theorem 5.9. Every conic strong Khovanov-Floer theory is functorial: if M and
M ′ are movies representing isotopic link cobordisms, then K(M) is filtered chain
homotopic to K(M ′).
Proof. Suppose that M and M ′ are movies representing isotopic cobordisms from D
to D. Theorem 4.3 shows that
(1) JMK + JM ′K = d′ ◦H +H ◦ d
where d′ is the differential on JD′K and H ∈ HomDiag◦(D,D′). Write H = ∑ni=1JhiK
where the hi are restrictions of elementary diagrammatic cobordisms. Let ∂ and ∂
′
be the differentials on K(D) and K(D′). Proposition 5.6 shows that K(d) = ∂ and
K(d′) = ∂′. We have defined K(M) = F◦K(JMK). So applying F◦K to both sides of
the 1 yields
K(M) +K(M ′) = ∂′K(H) +K(H)∂ + (∂′0K(H) +K(H)∂′0)
So K(M) and K(M ′) are chain homotopic via H = K(d′), a filtered chain homotopy,
as long as K(H) intertwines ∂′0 and ∂0.
The proof of Theorem 4.3 sorts the movie moves into three types. The Type
I moves say that a cobordism consisting of a Reidemeister move and its reverse is
isotopic to a cylinder. The Type II moves have on one side a complicated sequence of
Reidemeister moves and on the other a cylinder. The Type III moves involve handle
attachments. If M and M ′ are related by a move of Type I, then we have already
shown that K(H) intertwines ∂′0 and ∂0 in Proposition 5.7. With the exception of
movie move 15, the cobordisms on each side of a Type III move are actually equal
modulo the S, T , and 4Tu relations – the homotopy H is zero. If M and M ′ are
related by movie move 15, then H is essentially the Reidemiester 3 homotopy.
That leaves the movie moves of Type II. The key lemma is this: let t ⊂ D be a
tangle without crossings or closed components in a link diagram. Let Σ: D → D be
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a diagrammatic cobordism without handle attachments whose support is in t. ThenJΣK = Id – the proof uses only the S and T relations, and it therefore holds for K(Σ).
Fix some Type II move and call its complicated side ML. Its initial frame may
be viewed as a braid β in some link diagram D. There is an isotopy consisting only
of Reidemeister 2 moves from a tangle t without crossings or closed components to
ββ−1. Now perform the sequence of diagrammatic cobordisms prescribed by ML,
then undo ββ−1 back to t. This whole sequence must induce the identity map on
K(D), i.e.
ρ′ ◦ JMLK ◦ ρ = Id .
It follows that JMLK ' ρ′ ◦ ρ ' Id
where each homotopy is given by Reidemeister 2 homotopies. Therefore K(H) inter-
twines ∂0 and ∂′0 for Type II moves. 
6. Link homologies as strong Khovanov-Floer theories
In this section we show that KhBN and CSz are conic, strong Khovanov-Floer
theories. We will write K and hγ without specifying the particular theory when it is
understood.
Every strong Khovanov-Floer theory we consider will be conic. So the recipe for
constructing one-handle attachment maps will be common among all of them: let D
be a link diagram and γ a planar arc in D. Let D′ be the diagram given by adding
a crossing along γ as in Figure 5. Then K(D′) is the cone of some map. This is the
one-handle attachment map hγ. A prioi this may still depend on some choices of
auxiliary data.
For conic strong Khovanov-Floer theories there is already some redundancy within
the definition. For this section, let a pretheory be a rule which satisfies some of the
conditions in Definition 3.8.
Proposition 6.1. Let K be a conic pretheory which satisfies conditions 1 and 4 of
Definition 3.8. Then it satisfies handleswap invariance.
Proof. Let γ and γ′ be two arcs for one-handle attachments on the link diagram
D. Let D′′ be the link diagram given by adding crossings at γ and γ′ as in 5.
By hypothesis, K(D′′) is a chain complex. Write D′′ij with i, j ∈ {0, 1} for the
diagrams given by resolving these two crossings according to i and j. Now consider
the component of ∂2 extending from K(D00) to K(D11). This can be written as a
sum
hγ′ ◦ hγ + hγ ◦ hγ′ + ∂H +H∂
where H is the component of ∂ from K(D00) to K(D11). Therefore, absuing notation
a bit, hγ ◦ hγ′ ' hγ ◦ hγ′ . 
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Proposition 6.2. Let K be a conic pretheory which satisfies every condition except
movie move 15 invariance. Then K satisfies movie move 15 invariance.
Proof. By conditions 1 and 4, we are justified in talking about groups and handle
attachment maps. Note that 3 implies that, if D is the empty diagram, then K(D) ∼=
F.
Let D be a link diagram. Let D′ be the result of a zero- or two-handle attachment
on D. There is an obvious bijection between the resolutions of D and those of D′.
We first show that the handle attachment map f : K(D) → K(D′) decomposes (up
to chain homotopy) as a sum
f =
∑
I
fI
fI : K(D(I))→ K(D′(I)).
Say that such a map decomposes resolution by resolution. This follows from Condition
7. Suppose that f is a zero-handle attachment map. Then f is chain homotopic to
the composition
K(D) ∼= K(D) Id⊗f◦−−−→ F→ K(D)⊗K(◦) ∼= K(D∪◦) ∼= K(D′).
If f is a two-handle attachment map, then f is chain homotopic to the reverse
composition. Every map in that composition decomposes resolution by resolution.
Let Σ be a diagrammatic cobordism which is equivalent to the identity by a single
application of movie move 15. The homologically grading-preserving part of this
map is the corresponding map in some Frobenius algebra by Condition 5. Therefore
this map is the identity. Any filtered map on a bounded filtered complex whose
graded part is the identity is a quasi-isomorphism. (This is a well-known exercise;
see Lemma 24 of [31] for a solution.) So K(Σ) is a quasi-isomorphism.
Now we show that K(Σ) ◦ K(Σ) ' K(Σ). Then Lemma 6.3 finishes the proof.
Suppose for now that Σ consists of a canceling zero- and one-handle. Then K(Σ) =
hγ ◦ Z where Z is the zero-handle attachment map. The key observation is that
K(Σ)K(Σ) = hγ1Z1hγ0Z0
where γ0 merges ◦ into D and γ1 merges ◦′ to ◦. See Figure 7 for a film study. Z1
commutes with hγ0 because their supports are disjoint, so
K(Σ)K(Σ) ' hγ0hγ1Z1Z0.
Because K satisfies Condition 5,
hγ1Z1Z0 ' Z2
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where Z2 is a zero-handle whose support intersects the support of both Z0 and Z1.
So
K(Σ) ◦ K(Σ) ' hγ0 ◦ Z2
where γ0 now attaches ◦2 to D. Therefore K(Σ) ◦ K(Σ) ' K(Σ).
For the two-handle case, just turn this argument upside-down: show that
T◦1hγ1T◦0hγ0 ' T◦1T◦0hγ1hγ0
where the T s are two-handle attachment maps, and γ0 and γ1 are arcs which split off
a little basepoint-anchored circle with γ1 nested inside γ0. Now shuffle around the
maps and use the Khovanov merge map to show that K(Σ) ◦ K(Σ) ' K(Σ). 
Lemma 6.3. Let C be a chain complex over F and let f : C → C be a quasi-
isomorphism. Suppose that f 2 ' f . Then f ' Id.
Proof. The facts that (f 2)∗ = f∗ and that f∗ is an isomorphism imply that f∗ = Id∗.
Now we show that the projection pi : C → H(C) and the inclusion ι ◦H(C)→ C
form a homotopy equivalence. (This seems to be well-known in some communities;
we give a proof for completeness.) Let d be the differential on C. pi and ι are chain
maps, and pi ◦ ι is the identity on H(C). Working over a field, we have
C ∼= ker(d)⊕ C/ ker(d) ∼= H(C)⊕ Im(d)⊕ C/ ker(d).
Let h be the map which vanishes on H(C) and C/ ker(d) and which acts as the
isomorphism Im(d) ∼= C/ ker(d) on Im(d). Notice that the isomorphism C/ ker(d) ∼=
Im(d) is the restriction of d. Then
ι ◦ pi = Id +dh+ hd.
Certainly this holds on H(C). On Im(d), the left side vanishes, hd = 0, and Id = dh.
On C/ ker(d), the left side vanishes, dh = 0, and Id = hd. Therefore C and H(C)
are homotopy equivalent, and pi and ι are homotopy inverses.
To prove the lemma, notice that pi◦f◦ι = Id onH(C). Therefore f ' ι◦pi ' Id. 
To summarize:
Corollary 6.4. Suppose K is a conic pretheory which satisfies every condition except
8. Then K satisfies Condition 8.
6.1. Lee-Bar-Natan homology. Of the strong Khovanov-Floer theories explored
in this paper, Lee-Bar-Natan is the closest to Khovanov homology. See the footnote
in the middle of the Introduction for discussion of the name.
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γ0
γ1
Figure 7. On the left, a movie representing hγ1Z1hγ0Z0. The middle
represents hγ1hγ0Z1Z0. The right represents hγ0hγ1Z1Z0.
Lee-Bar-Natan homology can be defined in the same style as Khovanov homology.
The only difference is that the merge map m is defined by
m(v+ ⊗ v+) = v+
m(v− ⊗ v−) = m(v− ⊗ v+) = m(v+ ⊗ v−) = v−
and the split map is ∆ defined by
∆(v+) = v+ ⊗ v− + v− ⊗ v+ + v+ ⊗ v+
∆(v−) = v− ⊗ v−.
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Recall that there is a grading q, the quantum grading, on CKhBN. For a canonical
generator x ∈ CKhBN(D(I)),
q(x) = q˜(x) + ‖I‖+ n+ − 2n−
where ‖I‖ is the sum of the coordinates in I, n+ and n− are the numbers of positive
and negative crossings in D, and q˜(x) is the sum of the pluses and minuses in x.
Theorem 6.5. Lee-Bar-Natan homology defines a conic, strong Khovanov-Floer the-
ory.
Proof. Define KBN(D) = CKhBN(D), filtered by the quantum grading. There is no
auxiliary data, so Conditions 1 and 4 are satisfied vacuously. Condition 2 is clear.
(In fact, the condition is satisfied without taking homology.) The proof of Condition
3 is exactly the same as in Khovanov homology.
Let D be a link diagram. To a zero-handle attachment h : D → D∪◦ assign the
map
CKhBN(D)→ CKhBN(D)⊗R ∼= CKhBN(D)⊗ CKhBN(◦) ∼= CKhBN(D∪◦)
given by X 7→ X ⊗ 1. Define the linear map  : R → F by (X) = 1 and (1) = 0.
To a two-handle attachment map h : D∪◦ → D assign the map
CKhBN(D∪◦) ∼= CKhBN(D)⊗ CKhBN(◦) ∼= CKhBN(D)⊗R→ CKhBN(D)
in which the last arrow is given by x⊗r 7→ (r)x. The zero- and two-handle maps are
given by standard unit and counit maps. Condition 5 is obvious for the Frobenius
algebra F[X]/(X2 + X). Condition 6 is well-known: a planar isotopy between D
and D′ gives a bijection between closed components of corresponding resolutions of
the two diagrams. This bijection induces a linear map which is obviously a chain
isomorphism. 
The normal and strong Khovanov-Floer theories for Lee-Bar-Natan homology are
quite different. Consider a twice-punctured surface of genus greater than one em-
bedded in R3 as a cobordism between two unknots. It induces a map CKhBN(U)→
CKhBN(U). The induced map on homology – the subject of strong Khovanov-Floer
theories – is an isomorphism, but the associated graded map is zero.
6.2. Szabo´’s geometric link homology theory. Like Lee-Bar-Natan homology,
Szabo´’s geometric link homology theory is defined via cube of resolutions. Szabo´’s
theory also includes maps along the higher-dimensional diagonals of the cube. Each
of these diagonals spans some face in the cube. The diagonals can be represented by
drawing, on the diagram at the initial vertex of the face, the traces of all the saddles
cobordisms encountered when traveling to the terminal vertex. Szabo´ assigns maps
to such pictures. Below we briefly review this construction from [35], mostly to set
vocabulary and notation.
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Figure 8. A two-dimensional configuration.
A crossingless link diagram along with a collection of properly embedded, oriented
arcs is called a configuration. A choice of orientations on the arcs is called a deco-
ration; we will often conflate the orientation with the oriented arc. The number of
arcs is the dimension of the configuration.
Let D be a link diagram with k crossings and let I0 be the resolution of all zeros.
Draw arcs where the crossings were (going from right to left in Figure 5). The
orientations on these k arcs induce orientations on every other decoration in the
cube. A cube of resolutions with such decorations is called a decorated cube of
resolutions. Write T(D) for the set of decorations of D.
Let D be a link diagram with decorations t. For any resolution I, define
CSz(D(I); t) = CKh(D(I)).
and
CSz(D; t) =
⊕
I
CSz(D(I); t).
In other words, the vector space underlying CSz is the same as that underlying
CKh. Let I and J be resolutions with I < J . If ‖J − I‖ = n, then there is
a unique n-dimensional face in the cube of resolutions for D with initial vertex
I and terminal vertex J . It can be described by an n-dimensional configuration
C (I, J) : D(I)→ D(J). Szabo´ defines a map
FC (I,J);t : CSz(D(I); t)→ CSz(D(J); t)
based on the topology of the configuration. The maps assigned to one-dimensional
configurations are exactly the maps in Khovanov homology. Define
∂i;t =
∑
‖J−I‖=i
FC (I,J);t
and
∂t = ∂1;t + ∂2;t + · · ·
Theorem (Szabo´, [35]). (1) (CSz(D; t), ∂t) is a complex.
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(2) Let t and t′ be two different sets of decorations for D. Then (CSz(D; t), ∂t) '
(CSz(D; t′), ∂t′).
(3) If D and D′ are diagrams for the link L, then (CSz(D; t), ∂t) ' (CSz(D′; t′), ∂t′)
for any choices of decorations.
Let Sz(D) stand for the homology of CSz(D; t).
Proposition 6.6 (Baldwin, Hedden, Lobb [1]). CSz(D∐D′) ∼= CSz(D)⊗CSz(D′).
The isomorphism is the same as in the Khovanov Ku¨nneth formula.
To prove naturality under choice of decoration, we recall the proof that the chain
homotopy type of CSz is invariant. Let D be a link diagram with crossings. Choose
one and call it c. Suppose that I < I ′ are resolutions with differ only at c. Then the
configuration C (I, I ′) has a single decoration. Define a linear map
HI,I′ : CSz(D(I))→ CSz(D(I ′)).
HI,I′ acts as the identity except on the circles affected by the saddle. If that cobor-
dism merges two circles, then
HI,I′(v− ⊗ v−) = v−.
If that cobordism splits two circles, then
HI,I′(v+) = v+ ⊗ v+.
DefineHI,I′ to be zero on any other combination of generators. Now defineHc : CSz(D; t)→
CSz(D; t′) by
Hc =
∑
‖I′−I‖=1
HI,I′
Define Gc(x) = Id +Hc(X). The second part of Szabo´’s theorem follows from the
observation that Gc is a filtered isomorphism of complexes. Note that H
2
c = 0 and
that the construction of Hc does not depend on the decoration at c. If one were to
flip the decoration at c twice, then the isomorphism provided by this construction is
(Id +Hc) ◦ (Id +Hc) = Id .
Observe also that, as a linear map, Hc does not depend on the decoration at any
other crossing.
Lemma 6.7. Let D be a link diagram with at least two crossings. Call two of them
a and b. Choose decorations t. Let ta be the set of decorations which disagrees with
t only at a. Define tb and tab similarly.
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Define
Ga : CSz(D; t)→ CSz(D; ta)
Gb : CSz(D; t)→ CSz(D; tb)
Ga,ab : CSz(D; ta)→ CSz(D; tab)
Gb,ab : CSz(D; tb)→ CSz(D; tab)
Then Gb,ab ◦Gb = Ga,ab ◦Ga. Therefore
{CSz(D; t) : t ∈ T(D)}
and the change of decoration isomorphisms form a transitive system of groups.
Proof. Define Ha, Hb, Ha,ab, and Hb,ab as above. We have
Ga,ab ◦Ga = (Id +Hb) ◦ (Id +Ha) = Id +Ha +Hb + (Hb ◦Ha)
and
Gb,ab ◦Gb = (Id +Ha) ◦ (Id +Hb) = Id +Ha +Hb + (Ha ◦Hb)
So it suffices to show that
Ha ◦Hb = Hb ◦Ha.
Let D(I) be a decorated resolution in which a and b are both zero-resolved. (Other-
wise Ha◦Hb = Hb◦Ha = 0.) Call a component a-active (resp. b-active) if it intersects
the decoration for a (resp. b). If no component is both a- and b-active, then the
H maps clearly commute. Otherwise, the active components and decorations form
one of the two-dimensional configurations in Figure 2 of [35]. There are sixteen such
configurations, but as the H maps does not depend on the orientations of the deco-
rations there are effectively only eight. It is not hard to check that Ha ◦Hb = Hb ◦Ha
in each. 
Now we can define diagrammatic handle attachment maps. Let (D, t) be a deco-
rated link diagram. Observe that if D′ is the result of a diagrammatic attachment
then t defines a set of decorations t′ on D′. This defines a map
φ : T(D)→ T(D′).
Define zero- and two-handle attachment maps as in Khovanov homology. It follows
from the Ku¨nneth formula that these are chain maps. Define one-handle attachment
maps using the recipe at the top of the section. hγ is the one-handle map assigned
to a oriented planar arc γ. Concretely, hγ is a sum over all the configurations in
the differential of CSz(D) with γ added in, as well as one-dimensional configurations
given by γ. The map therefore depends on the orientation of γ.
Given two oriented, disjoint arcs γ and γ′, consider the composition hγ′ ◦ hγ. (We
will freely abuse notation by conflating γ′ with its image after handle attachment
along γ and vice-versa.) Form the diagram Dγ′γ in which both γ and γ′ are replaced
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by crossings. Write Dγ′γ;ij with i, j ∈ {0, 1} for the diagrams given by resolving
γ′ and γ according to i and j, respectively. Write gγ′γ for the component of the
differential which extends from CSz(Dxy;00) → CSz(Dxy;11) – this is the sum of all
configurations which include both γ and γ′.
Movie move 15 invariance follows from Corollary 6.4, but it’s fun to prove it
specifically for Szabo´’s theory.
Lemma 6.8. The handle attachment maps for Szabo´’s theory satisfy movie move
15.
Proof. Consider the composition of maps
CSz(D)→ CSz(D∪◦)→ CSz(D)
where the first map is a zero-handle attachment and the second is a saddle con-
necting the new component with some other part of the diagram. The zero-handle
attachment map sends a canonical generator x to x⊗ v+. The one-dimensional part
of the handle attachment map is exactly the Khovanov map: x ⊗ v+ 7→ x. Any
higher-dimensional configuration which is assigned a non-zero map must be of type
E because the new component has degree one, see Section 4 of [35]. Any type E
map must vanish on the image of the zero-handle attachment because the degree one
component is labeled v+. Therefore the composition of the two maps is the identity
on the nose.
The other direction of movie move 15 follows from a similar computation (or from
the duality rule, Section 2 of [35]). 
Theorem 6.9. Szabo´’s geometric spectral sequence defines a conic strong Khovanov-
Floer theory. It is therefore a functorial link invariant.
Proof. Condition 1 is satisfied by Lemma 6.7. Condition 2 is clear even without
taking homology, and Condition 3 is Proposition 6.6. Condition 6 holds by identical
argument to Khovanov homology. That CSz is conic follows immediately from the
definition of the one-handle attachment maps. Condition 8 is the subject of Lemma
6.8.
Now we address Condition 4. Suppose that D′ is obtained by a diagrammatic
handle attachment on (D, t). We defined a map φ : T(D)→ T(D′) which is obviously
a bijection. Suppose that γ is an oriented arc. Write −γ for the oppositely oriented
arc. We need to show first that ht,φ(t),γ ' ht,φ(t),−γ. Form the diagrams Dγ and D−γ.
The complexes CSz(Dγ;i) and CSz(D−γ;i) are identical for i = 0 or 1. Write Hγ for
the change of decoration isomorphism at the crossing corresponding to γ (and −γ).
The proof that CSz is invariant under change of decoration shows that
∂γ + ∂−γ = Hγ ◦ ∂γ;0 + ∂−γ;1Hγ
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It follows that ht,φ(t),γ ' ht,φ(t),−γ via the homotopy Hγ. The conditions of Lemma
3.6 hold because Hγ is a chain map on Dγ.
Condition 7 is clear for zero- and two-handles. For one-handles, the condition holds
by the disconnected rule which F satisfies. The active part of a configuration C is
the set of connected components of C which contain a decoration. A configuration
is disconnected if its active part is not connected. The disconnected rule states that
if C is disconnected then FC = 0. If a diagram splits then any configuration which
includes decorations in each part is necessarily disconnected. Therefore a map hγ
with γ on only one component must necessarily act as the identity on the other
component. 
7. Symplectic and gauge-theoretic strong Khovanov-Floer theories
7.1. Heegaard Floer homology of branched double covers. Let L ⊂ R3 be a
link. Let D be a diagram of L with k crossings. Let I0 be the all-zeros resolution
of D. Draw k small arcs in D(I0) where the crossings used to be. Diagrammatic
one-handle attachments along these arcs produce all the other resolutions of D.
Write Σ(−L) for the double cover of S3 branched along the mirror of L. The
small arcs lift to knots in Σ(−D(I0)) and handle attachments along them lift to
Dehn surgeries. Form the group
X(D) =
⊕
I∈{0,1}k
ĈF (Σ(−D(I))).
(Later will be more specific about what ĈF (−D(I))) means.) Suppose that I and
J are resolutions with I ≤ J . Ozsva´th and Szabo´ [27] define a map
dI,J : ĈF (Σ(−D(I)))→ ĈF (Σ(−D(J))).
If I = J , then ∂I,J is the usual differential on ĈF (Σ(−D(I))). In general, ∂I,J counts
certain holomorphic polygons. Write
∂ =
∑
I≤J
∂I,J .
Theorem (Ozsva´th, Szabo´ [27]). (X(D), ∂) is a complex. Its homology is ĤF (Σ(−L)).
Observe that Σ(−D(I)) = #m−1(S1 × S2) where m is the number of components
of D(I). It is well-known that ĤF (#m−1(S1×S2)) ∼= (F⊕F)⊗(m−1), so the associated
graded object of (X(D), ∂) is isomorphic to C˜Kh(D), the reduced Khovanov chain
group of D. Ozsva´th and Szabo´ show that the length one component of ∂ agrees
with the Khovanov differential.
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Theorem (Ozsva´th, Szabo´ [27]). There is a spectral sequence from K˜h(D) to ĤF (Σ(−L)).
A minor alteration of this construction yields a spectral sequence from Kh(D) to
ĤF (Σ(−L)#S1 × S2) ∼= ĤF (Σ(−L))⊗ V .
Heegaard Floer homology assigns chain complexes to Heegaard diagrams, not
three-manifolds. At present, there are two consistent systems for building Heegaard
diagrams to prove the theorem: the bouquet diagrams used by Ozsva´th and Szabo´,
and the branched diagrams developed by the author in [31]. We use the latter be-
cause they have a more transparent connection to Khovanov homology and therefore
behave better with respect to the Frobenius condition of Definition 3.8
Our goal in this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 7.1. There is a conic, strong Khovanov-Floer theory called KĤF so thatKĤF (D) = X(D).
Through the rest of this section we will assume familiarity with the fundamentals
of Heegaard Floer homology at the level of [27].
Let f : X(D) → X(D′) be a filtered map. Such a map can be decomposed as
f = f0 + f>0 where f0 is the graded, i.e. homological degree zero, part of the map.
Call f>0 the higher part of f . Many of the arguments in this section boil down to
recognizing that the graded part of some map is well-studied while the higher part
vanishes due to the “Cancellation Lemma” at the end of the next section.
7.1.1. Branched diagrams. Let D be a link diagram with k crossings on a sphere
with a basepoint w ∈ S2 \ D. Draw a little circle around each crossing of D – this
puts k circles on each resolution. Let D(I0) be the all-zeros resolution of D. On this
diagram, color the arcs outside the circles red and color the arcs inside the circles
blue. Draw small dotted arcs between the red-blue intersection points as shown in
Figure 9. Make a copy of this diagram, calling the second basepoint w′.
If one thinks of the dotted arcs as branch cuts between the two diagrams, then
the red arcs form red circles and the blue arcs form blue circles. Call these circles A
and B(I0), respectively. These circles lie on a closed surface V with two basepoints
w and w′. Write w = {w,w′}. For any other resolution I, define B(I) to contain
parallel curves to B(I0) wherever I and I0 agree. (In this context, “parallel” curves
are perturbed to intersect twice transversely.) Otherwise, B(I) contains the blue
curves on the right of Figure 9. Define
Br (D(I)) = (V,A,B(I),w).
Call Br (D(I)) the branched Heegaard diagram for the branched double cover of D(I).
Proposition ([31]). Br (D(I)) is an admissible Heegaard diagram for the double cover
of S3 branched along D(I). The differential on ĈF (Br (D(I))) vanishes for any choice
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Figure 9. Left: a small circle around what used to be a crossing in
D(I0). Middle: red and blue curves, as well as small arcs, in Br (D(I0)).
Right: red and blue curves, as well as small arcs, in Br (D(I)) near a
crossing where I and I0 differ.
of analytic data. There is a unique generator ΘI ∈ ĈF (Br (D(I)) with maximal
Maslov grading, and it is represented by a single intersection point θI .
We will often just write ĈF (A,B(I)) or just ĈF (I). Similarly, we write ĈF (I, J)
for ĈF (B(I),B(J)). Observe that ĈF (I, J) is a diagram for #k(S1 × S2) with a
unique generator of highest Maslov grading represented by a single intersection point.
Let I = {I1, . . . , In} be a path in the cube of resolutions for D(I); this means that
for each i, Ii < Ii+1 and Ii and Ii+1 differ at only one crossing. Form the branched
multi-diagram
Br (I) = (V,A,B(I1), . . . ,B(In),w).
Let x ∈ ĈF (I1) and yi ∈ ĈF (Ii, Ii+1) for i ∈ {1, n− 1} be generators. Define
gI : ĈF (I1)⊗ ĈF (I1, I2)⊗ ĈF (I2, I3)⊗ · · · ⊗ ĈF (In−1, In)→ ĈF (In)
by
gI(x⊗ y1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yn) =
∑
z∈ĈF (In)
∑
φ∈pi2(x,y1,...,yn,z)
µ(φ)=−n
|M(φ)| z.
Here pi2(x, y1, . . . , yn, z) is the set of Whitney (n+ 2)-gons in Sym
g+1(V ) connecting
those intersection points, µ(φ) is the Maslov index of φ, and |M(φ)| is the number
of holomorphic representatives of φ. (We use the Maslov index convention from [23],
Section 3.5.) Define
fI : ĈF (I1)→ ĈF (In)
by
fI(x) = gI(x)(x⊗Θ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Θn−1)
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Let
X(D) =
⊕
I∈{0,1}c
ĈF (I)
and define
∂ : X(D)→ X(D)
∂ =
∑
all paths I
fI.
Theorem ([31]). (X(D), ∂) is filtered complex. The associated spectral sequence is
isomorphic to Ozsva´th and Szabo´’s. Therefore the second page of the spectral sequence
is isomorphic to Kh(L) and H(X(D), ∂) is isomorphic to ĤF (Σ(−L)#S1 × S2).
The proof relies on the following fundamental lemma, first proved for bouquet
diagrams.
Lemma (The Cancellation Lemma, [27] for bouquet and [31] for branched). Let I
and J be resolutions of D. Let I be a path from I to J . Write
g˜I : ĈF (I1, I2)⊗ ĈF (I2, I3)⊗ · · · ⊗ ĈF (In−1, In)→ ĈF (I1, In)
for the holomorphic (n + 1)-gon counting map analogous to g. For a path I from I
to J write
g˜ΘI = g˜(θ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ θn−1).
Then ∑
all paths I
g˜ΘI = 0.
7.1.2. Analytic data.
Theorem 7.2 (Baldwin, [3]). If X(D) and X(D′) are complexes built from the same
bouquet diagrams but with different analytic data, then there is a chain homotopy
equivalence G : (X, ∂) ' (X ′, ∂′).
The theorem applies to branched diagrams without alteration – the only appeal
to the structure of branched diagrams is to apply the Cancellation Lemma. Baldwin
constructs isomorphisms of spectral sequences which he then bootstraps into filtered
chain homotopy equivalences. This makes it tricky to prove naturality. The next
proof shows how his argument provides chain homotopy equivalences without any
reference to spectral sequences.
Proof of Thm 7.2. Let I = {I1, . . . , In} be a path in the cube of resolutions for D.
For x ∈ ĈF (I1), define
GI(x) =
∑
j
g(x⊗Θ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Θj−1 ⊗Θ′j−1 ⊗Θ′j ⊗ · · · ⊗Θ′n)
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where Θ′k means the generator corresponding to θk as an element of X(D′) and g
counts polygons which are pseudoholomorphic with respect to an interpolating set
of analytic data. Define G : X(D)→ X(D′) by
G =
∑
paths I
GI.
Consider the degenerations of the polygons counted by G but with Maslov index one
greater. These ‘broken polygons’ are counted by the sum G ◦ ∂ + ∂′ ◦G (this relies
on a cancellation lemma). They form the boundary of a moduli space of polygons,
and therefore their sum must be zero mod two. So G is a chain map.
Let G′ : X(D′)→ X(D) be the map which interpolates in the opposite direction.
A standard degeneration argument shows that
G′ ◦G−G′0 ◦G0 = ∂ ◦H +H ◦ ∂
+ (terms which vanish by the cancellation lemma)
were H counts polygons using analytic data which interpolate from X(D) to X(D′)
and back to X(D). Meanwhile, G′0◦G0 ' Id according to Section 6 of [26]. Therefore
G and Ĝ form a homotopy equivalence with homotopy H. 
Proposition 7.3. Let X(D), X(D′), and X(D′′) be complexes built from the same
branched diagrams but with different analytic data. Let G : X(D) ' X(D′), G′ : X(D′) '
X(D′′), and G′′ : X(D) ' X(D′′) be the homotopy equivalences of Theorem 7.2. Then
G′ ◦G ' G′′.
Proof. This time, define H : X(D)→ X(D′′) by
HI(x) =
∑
j,k
g′′(x⊗Θ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Θj ⊗Θ′j ⊗ · · · ⊗Θ′k ⊗Θ′′k ⊗ · · · ⊗Θ′′n)
where g′′ counts polygons which are pseudoholomorphic which respect to a set of
analytic data which interpolates between X(D), X(D′), and X(D′′).
Consider the degenerations of the space of polygons counted by H but with Maslov
degree one higher. The degenerations along chords which intersect A correspond to
H ◦ ∂, ∂′′ ◦H, and G′ ◦ G. The remaining degenerations cancel by the cancellation
lemma (adapted to the situation in which two vertices may be identical, see Baldwin’s
proof of our Theorem 7.2 in [3]) except in degenerations of paths in which j = k. In
that case, there is a unique degeneration which corresponds to
g∗(x⊗Θ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Θj−1 ⊗ g′′(Θj ⊗Θ′j ⊗Θ′′j )⊗Θ′′j+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Θ′′n).
Here g∗ interpolates between X(D) and X(D′′). Now g′′(Θj ⊗Θ′j ⊗Θ′′j ) = Θ∗j , where
Θ∗ ∈ ĈF (Ij, I ′′j ) as in Theorem 4.5 of [27]. Therefore this degeneration corresponds
to G′′ and G′′ ' G′ ◦G. 
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Corollary 7.4. If D′ is the result of a planar isotopy of D, then X(D) ' X ′(D).
Proof. A planar isotopy of D induces simultaneous isotopies of all the A and B
curves. This can instead be understood as a simultaneous change in the families of
almost-complex structures underlying the construction of X(D). So Proposition 7.3
implies that the isotopy induces a homotopy equivalence. 
For small enough isotopies, the change-of-almost-complex-structure map is the
‘nearest neighbor’ map which sends each generator to its obvious counterpart.
7.1.3. Isolated components. The following Proposition will be important in proving
that K satisfies Condition 7 of Definition 3.8.
Let I = {I1, . . . , In} be a path of resolutions for D. This path corresponds to some
sequence of one-handle attachments. Let c be a component of D which is disjoint
from the supports of these one-handles. (Assume that c is not the only component
of D.) Call c an isolated component. Write D′(Ij) = D(Ij) \ c. Then
ĈF (D(Ij)) ∼= ĈF (D′(Ij))⊗ ĈF (S1 × S2).
Proposition 7.5. Suppose that c is an isolated component of D with respect to I.
Under the Ku¨nneth isomorphism above, there is a collection of analytic data so that
fI : ĈF (D(I1))→ ĈF (D(In)) acts as the identity on the last factor.
Proof. Let R be a region in Br (D′(I)) which represents a Whitney polygon of the
appropriate Maslov index to be counted by f ′I. Suppose that it connects generators
x and y. Write Θ+ and Θ− for the higher and lower Maslov index generators of
ĈF (S1×S2). Figure 10 shows two regions, R+ and R−, in ĈF (D(I) so that R+R±
is a Whitney polygon from x⊗Θ± to y⊗Θ±. These regions have exactly the Maslov
index so that R +R± can be counted by fI.
At the level of polygons, the region R represents some holomorphic map φ : S → V ′
where S is a branched cover of the unit disk D ⊂ C. The regions R± represent
holomorphic maps φ± from D to V . So R+R± represents φ× φ±, still a maps from
a branched cover of D to V . By the Riemann mapping theorem there are unique
holomorphic representatives of φ±. Therefore the operations
R 7→ R +R±
induce injective maps
M(φ)→M(φ× φ±).
The images of these two maps are clearly distinct. We claim that the union of their
images is all of M(φ × φ±). In other words, for some choice of analytic data, any
polygon represented by a region R′ which is counted by fI must be of the form R+R+
or R +R−. If R′ fixes the labeling on c, this is the argument of Proposition 7.11(b)
in [23]. The point is to consider families of almost-complex structures parametrized
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σ′
τ ′
m1
m3
τ
m0
m2
σ
Figure 10. The curves τ , τ ′, σ, and σ′ around an isolated component.
The dark region is R+. The dark region together with the light region
forms R−.
by s, s′, t, and t′ ∈ R>0; the reciprocals of these quantities are the lengths of the
curves σ, σ′, τ , and τ ′, respectively, in Figure 10. (This is “neck-stretching;” the
curve gets short when its normal neighborhood is stretched in the normal direction.)
In the limit as s, s′, t, t′ →∞, polygons are stretched into two pieces. Compactness
results imply that there are finite values of s and t so that the moduli space of
pseudoholomorphic polygons is diffeomorphic to a space of broken polygons.
One difference between our setting and Manolescu-Ozsva´th’s is that we are stretch-
ing several necks rather than one, but this is not important for the analysis. The
surjectivity result follows. (Another difference is that they study a connect sum with
a spherical Heegaard diagram, while ours is topologically more complicated. This
will only affect the Maslov index computation below.)
Now we show that every domain counted by fI must preserve the labeling on c.
Let R be a region which changes the labeling. Write it as a pair (Rsmall, Rbig) where
Rsmall is the part of R
′ within τ , τ ′, σ, and σ′ and Rbig is the part outside of τ , τ ′,
σ, and σ′. Identify Rbig with the obvious region on ĈF (D′(I)). Observe that, in this
region, m0 and m2 count the same multiplicity, and similarly for m1 and m3. Write
m′0 and m
′
1 for these multiplicities in R
′. Then
m′0 = m0 +m2
m′1 = m1 +m3.
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We can compute µ(R) in terms of µ(Rsmall) and µ(Rbig):
(2) µ(R) = µ(Rsmall) + µ(Rbig)− (1− n).
where n is the length of I. This follows from Sarkar’s formula for the Maslov index
[32]. The correction (1 − n) is for the last term in Sarkar’s formula. (It may seem
odd that there is no correction for the Euler measure, but the comparison of the m′s
with the ms shows that none is necessary.)
Now we show that
(3) µ(Rsmall) = (1− n) +m0 +m1 +m2 +m3.
The formula holds for R+. Any other domain representing a relevant Whitney poly-
gon can be described by adding and subtracting Whitney disks with Maslov index one
on the small side of V . (The resulting domain may not have a pseudoholomorphic
representative, but it will have the same Maslov index as any pseudoholomorphic
representative in the same class of Whitney polygon.) The index of such a disk is
exactly its contribution to m0 + m1 + m2 + m3, so the formula holds for all small
regions.
Combine equations 2 and 3 to obtain
µ(R) = µ(Rbig) +m0 +m1 +m2 +m3.
Now if R′ changes the label on c, then it must have a corner at the higher A-B(I1)
generator. This implies that m0 +m1 +m2 +m3 > 0. Therefore
µ(R) > µ(Rbig).
If Rbig is to be counted in the degenerated setting, then µ(Rbig) ≥ 1− n. Therefore
µ(R) > 1− n.
But such an R′ cannot be counted by fI. 
7.1.4. Cobordism maps. Suppose that D′ is obtained from D by a diagrammatic zero-
handle attachment attached far away from D. For every resolution I the diagram
Br (D′(I)) looks like Br (D(I)) with the branched diagram of an unknot attached be-
tween the basepoint. So ĈF (D′(I)) = ĈF (D(I))⊗ĈF (S1×S2). The new component
is isolated.
Define the zero-handle attachment map by
ZI : ĈF (D(I))→ ĈF (D′(I))
ZI(x) = x⊗Θ
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and
Z : X(D)→ X(D′)
Z =
∑
I
ZI
Lemma 7.6. Z is a chain map.
Proof. It is obvious that ZI is a chain map – ĈF (I) has no differential. The fact that
ZI commutes with all the polygon counts in ∂ is implied by Proposition 7.5. 
Define two-handle attachment maps as the duals of the zero-handle attachment
maps; i.e. T : ĈF (Br (D∪◦))→ ĈF (Br (D)) is given by
T (x⊗Θ) = 0
T (x⊗Θ−) = x
where ĈF (Br (D∪◦)) is identified with ĈF (Br (D) ⊗ ĈF (S1 × S2). One-handle at-
tachment maps are defined according to the recipe at the beginning of Section 6.
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Proposition 7.3 proves that Condition 1 holds with. Condi-
tion 2 is a standard calculation. The Ku¨nneth formula follows from the Ku¨nneth
formula in Heegaard Floer homology, see Section 6 of [25].
To check that the theory satisfies Condition 4, one must construct a map which
takes analytic data for X(D) to analytic data for X(D′). Connect the two basepoint
regions with a tube to obtain singly-pointed Heegaard diagrams Br 1 – this does not
change the represented three-manifold or any of the Heegaard Floer data. We work
with the singly pointed diagrams Br 1 so that the handle attachments correspond to
connect summing and its inverse. Now it is clear that there is a surjective map φ
from data for X(D′) to X(D): choose a path from your favorite data A to connect
sum data A′ × A2 where A2 is some standard data on a genus two surface. Then
φ(A) = A′. The space of data is contractible, so there’s no obstruction to finding
such a path. The reverse map A′ 7→ A′ × A2 is not surjective, but it still satisfies
Lemma 3.7.
Condition 5 is immediate for zero- and two-handles. For one-handles, it is straight-
forward diagrammatic computation. Alternatively, one can appeal to the equivalence
between the branched and bouquet spectral sequences. Let D be a crossingless link
diagram. Let D′ be the one-crossing diagram given by attaching a crossing to D
along some planar arc γ. Write X(D′) for the branched complex and X ′(D′) for the
bouquet complex and Ei, E ′i for the corresponding spectral sequences. There is a
map f : X(D′) → X ′(D′) which induces a map of spectral sequences {f i}. In [31]
we showed that f i is an isomorphism for i > 0. We know that the first page of each
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spectral sequence is isomorphic to Khovanov homology. For a one-crossing diagram,
there is an isomorphism
CKh(D′) ∼= E ′1(D′) ∼= E1(D′)
which is equivariant with respect to the differential. This fixes an isomorphism
between K(D) and CKh(D). (We leave it to the reader to show that the isomorphism
does not depend on the particular added crossing.) So dCKh(D′) agrees with ∂1 on
X(D), and ∂ = ∂1 because there’s only one crossing. Therefore the one-handle map
agrees with the map on Khovanov homology.
Condition 6 follows from Corollary 7.4. It suffices to check Condition 7 for planar
isotopy and each type of handle attachment. Planar isotopy is handled by 7.4 and
the comment following it. Proposition 7.5 handles the handle attachments. It also
shows that maps assigned to handles with disjoint supports commute. 
7.2. Other gauge theories. Our goal in this section is to suggest proofs that the
gauge-theoretic Khovanov-Floer theories are strong.
In [18], Kronheimer and Mrowka assign to a link diagram D with a basepoint p a
filtered complex C(D, p).
Theorem (Kronheimer, Mrowka [18]). Suppose that D is a diagram of the link
K. Let p ∈ K. The homology of C(D, p) is the reduced instanton Floer homol-
ogy I\(K, p) of K. The induced spectral sequence has E2 = K˜h(K, p), the reduced
Khovanov homology of K with basepoint p.
We will not review the definitions of singular instanton knot homology or reduced
Khovanov homology. (The latter is quite brief, see [13].)
It is straightforward to adapt the definition of strong Khovanov-Floer theory to
consider a basepoint as long as the underlying Frobenius algebra is R = F[X]/(X2).
(It is possible in other settings, but we defer that to future work.) A diagrammatic
cobordism of pointed diagrams is defined exactly as for unpointed diagrams except
that handles must be supported in the complement of a neighborhood of the base-
point. The results of Section 2 all apply, mutatis mutandis, see [1]. Given that, the
definition is essentially identical to Definition 3.8 except for the Ku¨nneth formula:
K(D#D′, p′′) ' K(D, p)⊗K(D′, p′)
where p′′ lies on the connected sum region and the connected sum is taken between
the arcs containing p to p′. Cobordisms between unlinks are still given by operations
in the Frobenius algebra, except that the pointed component acts like R/(X).
Let D be a pointed link diagram. Then I\(D∪◦) ∼= I\ ⊗ R comes with all the
naturality one could ask for, see Section 8 of [18]. It is shown in Section 2 of [17]
that this isomorphism can be achieved at chain homotopy level: there is a collection
of analytic data so that the chain complex underlying I](◦) is isomorphic to V with
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vanishing differential. So definitions of zero- and one-handle attachment maps are
clear.
Theorem 7.7. There is a conic, pointed homotopy Khovanov-Floer theory KI which
assigns to pointed diagrams (D, p) the complex C(D, p).
Proof. Condition 1 is discussed in Theorem 3.3 and the beginning of Section 5 of
[17]. Condition 2 is Corollary 8.5 of [18]. Condition 3 is implied by Corollary 5.9 of
[18].
Condition 4 is a combination of standard arguments and Theorem 3.3. Condition
5 follows from Lemma 8.7 of [18] as well as the definition of the zero- and one-handle
maps. Condition 6 is Proposition 8.10 of [18]. Condition 7 is Proposition 5.8 of [18].
Now Condition 8 follows from Corollary 6.4. 
The proof for monopole Floer homology should be essentially the same. The
construction of a conic theory is due to Bloom [7]. Naturality should follow by
applying an argument analogous to that of our Proposition 7.3 to Theorem 7.4 of
[7].
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